Ms Serena Lim aims for a top-flight career in the hotel industry

It pays to be hospitable

With credit transfers from polytechnic, it will take Ms Lim just two years to complete her degree. She hopes to land a management trainee position with an international hotel group.

Her advice for those who wish to follow in her footsteps: “You will definitely need to have the passion and be willing to learn. Don’t worry about setbacks or obstacles that come your way, and don’t let society decide what you should do. If this is what you want, go for it.”

— Ms Serena Lim (above right)

At the polytechnic’s satellite campus, The Tourism Academy @ Sentosa, she beefed up her knowledge on topics related to food and beverage, events and services.

An internship with Universal Studios Singapore to plan and prepare for its launch gave her valuable training, as did a stint in guest relations with the luxury resort One-North Marina Club.

Then the time came to decide whether to join the workforce full-time or further her studies. She was offered places to read business at National University of Singapore and Nanyang Technological University, but decided hotel management at UNLV.

She eventually chose to go to UNLV. Being selected for the SIT scholarship was another factor that sealed the deal. Says Ms Lim: “Going to UNLV was like a stepping stone for me. It felt like the right thing to do.”

The SIT scholarship is awarded to outstanding first-year students pursuing their first degree with SIT and its overseas university partner. UNLV’s programme gives students a hybrid-based business background pertaining to the hospitality industry. It comprises of hotel and business-core subjects, besides general education classes.

A hospitality internship, plus separate accumulation of 1,000 hours of work experience are among graduating requirements. Towards the end of the degree, students attend a module at the home campus in the United States.

Studies are not the only thing this scholar is busy with. She helps SIT with student recruitment events such as fairs and open houses, and coordinating with student helpers on various matters.

While she enjoys time with her family and hanging out with friends, she also sets aside quiet time for reading and self-reflection.